
TRANSPORT 
Polish.Girls:  A comfortable coach transported
us to every place. In Torres Novas, we could
walk, because it was close to everywhere. For
Polish people the speed of driving a car in 
Portugal might be surprising. Anyway, drivers 
are rather careful. Especially on narrow roads.

FOOD
Polish.Girls: Our families were always making sure 
we weren’t hungry. We always had something to
eat in the fridges. Portuguese culture has also 
different cuisie, so it was a good opportunity to 
eat something new. We could always ask for an 
extra portion of food or snacks during all day.

PARTNERS’ MATCHING 
& LIVING CONDITIONS
Polish.Girls: Partners’ matching went rather well. 
Both host student and family members were very 
hospitable and kind. We could fell like at home. 
We all got along very well. According to the fact 
that most people live in terraced houses the 
conditions at home were understated, but 
definitely enough. Each of us had her own room, 
where we could keep our things and sleep well. 

PROJECT’S PLAN
 Polish.Girls: Project plan was well organised. We 
started every day around 9 am.The places where

we stayed were inter alia: Nazare, Batalha, Lisbon, 
Fatima, Renova factory. We also took part in robotics 
workshop. We had some time to get to know each other
and just spend time together as well. 

LANGUAGE SKILLS
Polish.Girls:  Most of the participants' english
was fluent and it made us feel comfortable 
and confident enough to use foreign 

language without any fear. Even when someone was 
struggling to say something in English we just went with it 
and used translator so the communication was pretty 
good. Thanks to the mini lesson that we had the 
opportunity to lead, we learned to speak English in 
public. It isn’t terrible at all! 

GENERAL OPINION
Polish.Girls: Exchanges like that one 
are great opportunities to check and 

improve your language skills and meet new 
people, who literally become your another 
family. We are confident that the friendships that 
we were able to make, will last for many years. 
We experienced the whole week with a wide 
and sincere smile. It was an unforgettable 
experience.

 


